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Abstract

We present a system to enable efficient, collaborative human correction of ASR transcripts, designed to operate in real-time situations, for example, when post-editing live captions generated for news broadcasts. In the system, confusion networks derived from ASR lattices are used to highlight low-confidence words and present alternatives to the user for quick correction. The system uses a client-server architecture, whereby information about each manual edit is posted to the server. Such information can be used to dynamically update the one-best ASR output for all utterances currently in the editing pipeline. We propose to make updates in three different ways: by finding a new one-best path through an existing ASR lattice consistent with the correction received; by identifying further instances of out-of-vocabulary terms entered by the user; and by adapting the language model on the fly. Updates are received asynchronously by the client.
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1. Introduction

News moves fast [1]. Media consumers are faced with an ongoing barrage of information involving new people, places, and events. Media providers face the challenge of tracking emerging stories and trends from around the world. The difficulties of managing constant updates are exacerbated by the fact that news items are increasingly distributed through audio and video media. Thus, transcription is required to access new content. While speech recognition technology has improved dramatically in recent times, automatic systems still make significant errors which require hand correction. In applications such as broadcast news captioning, such manual editing is highly time-critical.

An important factor in Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) performance is how well the system matches its domain. While ASR technology can be customised to many applications, adaptation generally occurs too slowly to keep up with changes in events. Importantly, entities suddenly featuring in the news for the first time (e.g., ‘White House chief of staff Reince Priebus’) and portmanteaus (e.g., ‘Brexit’) are likely to be out-of-vocabulary (OOV) when first encountered. Moreover, OOV words are likely to mistranscribed in multiple ways depending on the context (e.g., ‘Brech’ts it’, ‘brecks it’). Additionally, utterances that are completely in-vocabulary may be incorrectly transcribed if the correct transcription is unlikely given the current language model.

To address these issues, we present a transcription system that can quickly learn from its mistakes given minimal manual intervention. The system identifies context types a manual correction occurred in, e.g. topics, allowing automatic application of the correction to similar contexts even when the transcription errors are of different form. To propagate corrections the system integrates recent news text to match incoming audio/video items with topic appropriate language models and generates pronunciations for OOV terms.

2. System architecture

Our overall system architecture is shown in Figure 1. End-users interact with automatic transcriptions via a web interface (Figure 1). Manual corrections are then integrated with our existing transcription tools running on a shared server in the cloud. Various ASR outputs are also saved, such as confusion networks, which are used to apply corrections through large collections. Through the interface the user can edit the transcripts by either selecting a suggestion from a confusion network, deleting the word, or typing a new alternative, as shown in Figure 2. Edits are pushed to the server, and the transcripts are updated synchronously. The system learns from the changes made and is dynamically updated for all users. This process is shown in Figure 3.

3. Automatic transcript correction

Our ASR and transcript correction systems are implemented in Kaldi [2], with base systems trained on multi-genre broadcast media data from the MGB Challenge [3]. Rapid correction and adaptation is achieved through a combination of on the fly lattice rescoring, OOV term identification, and topic-based language model adaptation.
3.1. Lattice rescoring on the fly

The system implements a simple method of updating the ASR transcript at the level of individual utterances. When an edit is received, it is used to update the ASR confusion network for the current utterance, expressed in the form of a finite-state transducer (FST), $G'$. Given a lattice for the current utterance also in FST form, $U$, it is very quick to compute a new one-best transcription consistent with the edits received by computing

$$W = \text{ShortestPath}(U \circ G')$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

3.2. Correction of out-of-vocabulary errors

A frequent problem in ASR for broadcast media is the occurrence of OOV terms. Although sometimes an OOV word may be identified in advance of automatic transcription and dynamically added to the vocabulary, it is common the the existence of an OOV term is discovered only during post-editing. Given that OOVs are frequently important entities in a given news story, it is useful to be able to quickly perform identification of further instances of the same OOV in the ASR output, once it has been received by the server. To achieve this, we recast the problem as a keyword search task: given an OOV term identified by a user edit, we search for other instances of the term in recently-processed media following the proxy-keywords method of [4], which again operates on the pre-existing lattice collection. Our implicit assumption is that specific OOV terms are highly likely to be clustered in time.

3.3. Topic-based language model adaptation

The system also performs topic-dependent language model adaptation based on recent news. Topic distributions are learned over the last week’s news using latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [5] using the MALLET toolkit [6]. Media items are assigned to clusters based on inferred topic distributions, and n-gram language models are trained for each topic cluster. The vocabulary for each model is made up of the union across all the topic-based language models as well as a large background n-gram model built from previously seen data. We interpolate each topic-based language model with the background model with a strong bias towards the current topic of interest. The system is also capable of adapting neural network based language models [7]. This is done by performing additional rounds of backpropagation using set of manual corrections received by the server, in a manner similar to [8].

Once the system identifies the topical context where a new manual correction occurs it can propagate that correction in other media items by updating topic specific language models. This allows corrections to be implicitly shared between users over large media collections.

4. Conclusion

We have proposed a transcription tool that adapts to recent news topics, is able to incorporate new OOV words, and that will dynamically and rapidly adapt to changes made by end-users. The server-client architecture allows multiple users to interact with the system at once, and to collaborate on the same transcriptions through asynchronous updates. Crucially, by rescoring the lattices given user edits, the new information is propagated downstream such that one edit may fix other, related errors.
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